Four Weeks
The time you could save to establish new turf

- Quicker Establishment
- Improved Performance
- Reduced Stress Levels
- Deeper Rooting
- Environmentally Friendly

What is Vaminoc-G?
A mycorrhizal inoculant for fine turf that produces enhanced root density and depth and increased stress tolerance

For full details
Telephone 01405 704 840

Now you've got the power!

Unleash a charge of Green-Releaf microbes into your turf.

Applying a programme of Green-Releaf liquids will charge your soil with billions of beneficial bacteria to improve turf health.

- Stimulates chlorophyll levels – Superior turf colour
- Improves root mass – Greater tolerance to stress
- Increases turf density – Early stand development
- Enhances plant vigour – Increased nutrient uptake
- Strengthens defences – Triggers immune responses

GREEN-RELEAF®
by Sybron

Distributed by:
Avoncrop Amenity Products Ltd
Tel: 01344 426 600
Richard Aitken Ltd
Tel: 01977 681 155
Aitkens Sportsturf Ltd
Tel: 01353 724 984
Sherriff Amenity Services
Tel: 028 38 339 229

Prestige Sports Surfaces Ltd
Congleton Road, Gawsworth, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 9ET
Tel: 01405 223 004 Fax: 01405 222 286
Web site: www.prestigesportssurfaces.co.uk
David Duval may have been crowned Champion but it was Ian Woosnam who was singing the blues at the Lytham Open Championship

The Open Championship at Royal Lytham and St Annes Golf Club may have ended with David Duval endearingly searching for his name on the old Claret Jug as he took the applause of the galleries but the player many people will remember most from the 2001 Open will be that of Ian Woosnam. Being Welsh he is no doubt equipped with a fine voice but it was more likely to be the Blues rather than anything more uplifting he was singing on his way home. Having started the final round as joint leader and almost holing his initial tee shot things were looking up only for his caddie to discover a 15th club in his bag. The two shot penalty and two bogeys he suffered immediately after, as he struggled to come to terms with his misfortune, represented the difference between himself and the eventual winner.

It was just one of the incidents witnessed by the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team which once again took an active role in ensuring that the Championships ran as smoothly as possible. Lytham is the most heavily bunkered of any of the Open rota courses and the team raked a total of 1585 bunkers during the four days of the Championship - a total only beaten in the seven years statistics have been kept by the Lytham Open of 1996.

HRH the Duke of York took a keen interest in the Support Team talking to a number of the team on the Saturday. He asked Billy Merritt, of Beacon Park GC, how many bunkers he had raked and Billy was able to consult his bunker card and tell him that it was five. Prince Andrew said he’d had a fairly quiet day then. He also asked to have a look at the pictures drawn by Duffy Waldorf’s children of his golf balls which he had given to Alan Halfyear of Rother Valley Golf Club in Sheffield. He was particularly interested in one which sported a Union Jack.

He had a long chat with Graham Whylike, of Malone Golf Club, in Belfast, which was captured on television about the work of the Support Team with Graham asking him about his own game.

Sir Michael Bonallack BIGGA President, visited the Marquee to present Brian Sullivan with his Master Greenkeeper Blazer and plaque. A short time later Jamie Patino President of Valderrama Golf Club popped in to collect a copy of Wildside of Golf and the Bunker statistics.
Des Smyth had a superb Championship but it did not get off to a particularly auspicious start when he produced a 20 yard drive at the 2nd on the first day. Put it down to 2nd tee nerves!

Information supplied by Gareth Roberts, of Hankley Common Golf Club.

BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team member Steve Wenlock, of North Worcestershire Golf Club could be forgiven for thinking it was a strange and wonderful world when he was asked by an official to rake a bunker at the side of the 13th green because there was a “six foot strawberry in it”.

Information supplied by Steve Wenlock. Volvic had a promotion which involved giant fruit.

Stuart Appleby was so enamoured with the Saturday pin placements that he asked if Ray Charles had selected them.

Information supplied by Richard Saunders, of St Neot’s Golf Club.

Daren Lee encountered a small problem during the second round when a small boy picked up his ball which was in the rough and ran off. Information supplied by George Burr, of Ham Manor GC.

That same George Burr was helping Peter Lonard find his ball in the right rough on the 17th hole in the final round and stood on it. George told the referee and Lonard got a free lift.

What gratitude! Lee Westwood threw his ball to the crowd on the 4th hole during the final round only for a little boy to pick it up and throw it back to him.


Mark Garrod, of the Press Association and Secretary of the Association of Golf Writers won the Hayter Harrier lawn mower for being closest in his estimation of how many bunkers would be found during the course of the four days. Mark will be presented with his Harrier by Kim Macfie, Sales and Marketing Director of Hayter in the near future.

The competition within the greenkeepers was won by Andy Smith, of Howley Hall Golf Club, in Leeds, and Secretary of the Northern Section.
Left: Jimmy Neilson and Cecil George may have retired from 1st tee duties but they were just as active throughout the week.

Above: The Support Team.

Below: Peter Boyd, John Pemberton and Bert Cross discuss contingency plans for poor weather with David Rickman, Rules Secretary of the R&A.
Above: An action shot from the third round.

Right: Sir Michael Bonallack, Marybeth and Brian Sullivan with Clive Osgood.

Below: Start 'em young! Young Cameron Campbell, son of Master Greenkeeper Andy, gets in some practice for the 2015 Open.

Below: Tony Woolley enjoyed his Saturday at the top of the leaderboard.
Above: Chris Reid springs into action

Below: The BIGGA marquee provided a magnificent view of the practice range and Tiger Woods trying to solve his swing problems.
Scott MacCallum met up with Hayter Sales and Marketing Director, Kim Macfie to chat about the company, the industry and the memorable Hayter Golf Competitions...

Mention the name Hayter to many greenkeepers and you might see their eyes begin to glaze over and their minds drifting off. Don’t be too concerned though as they are probably just thinking back to a wonderful memory from some Hayter Challenge or Hayter International Cup match they’d played in.

With 25 regional finals, five finals, not to mention all the Section qualifiers in the Challenge matches and two International Cups, one at West Lancashire Golf Club and the other in Atlanta, Georgia, the events, played over a five year period in the 90s, touched many BIGGA members and helped forge many lasting friendships.

At the heart of it all was Kim Macfie, Sales and Marketing Director of Hayter, who also retains wonderful memories of the events.

"I have to say that I cannot think of any particular instance throughout the five years that we did it, that wasn’t an absolute joy and pleasure to be a part of," said Kim, who personally attended all bar one or two of the regional finals plus all the finals.

The Hayter International Cup in America was contested between teams of 10 greenkeepers representing the Americas and the Rest of the World - which was played on some superb courses including Peachtree and the Atlanta Athletic Club, which this month hosts the US PGA Championship.

"The match in America was just out of this world but having said that the one that sticks in my mind more than anything else was the excitement of that last match as it came down the 18th at West Lancashire. All the staff from the clubhouse, plus many of the members and all those who were playing in it were standing on the balcony and the atmosphere was electric. I’ll never forget that until the day I die. It was just outstanding," reflected Kim, as we sat in the BIGGA Marquee at this year’s Open Championship.

Hayter had taken the original decision to sponsor the Challenge Tournament - which gave every greenkeeper in the country a chance of competing for his Region in a team event which was always fiercely contested - in a bid to break into the golf market and add that particular sector to that of the municipal market where they were already strong.

"It was our vehicle to get our name accepted in the golf market and I really do think it achieved that. It might have been an expensive way of doing it but we did set out what we achieved to do," said Kim, who estimated that Hayter spent between a quarter and half a million over the five year period.

Towards the end of the sponsorship agreement however Hayter concluded that in terms of golf you had to be a world player to make significant strides into the market.

"Hayter were never going to be a world player. We were going to be a niche player as we were in other markets. We are more interested in having a quality business than a quantity business and know we can’t compete with the likes of John Deere and Toro in particular and with Textron, when they brought Jacobsen and Ransomes together."

Hayter therefore made the decision to keep its focus on the municipal business and to keep a finger hold in a couple of sectors within the golf market, particularly with its greens machine and its fairway five machine.

"I think that was the right decision. We had to make sure that the Hayter name stood for what we believed in. It had to be quality, and it had to go through the specialist dealers so people received a package of after sales and not just bought a product which cut grass. The customer had to be confident that the purchase was a decent investment and that perhaps wouldn’t have happened if we’d tried to be all things to all people," he explained.

And with the golf market experiencing a temporary blip the policy has reaped dividends as Hayter has found itself weathering the commercial storms relatively well.

Above: Kim Macfie checks his busy schedule
Below: The participants in the second Hayter International Cup in Atlanta
"It’s been a funny old year on both sides of the business - commercial and consumer. We are on budget and still profitable which backs a lot of the trends because the industry has been going through a tough time with the weather and foot and mouth.

"Whether it has been by luck or good judgment the markets we are in going through a tough time with golf clubs since we stopped sponsoring that we did during the it."

"In actual fact we've done more business with golf clubs than we used to do, but such is the autonomous nature of the sponsorship agreement. We are still a British registered company in our own right although Murray, and now part of D'Long and we intend to remain that way because I think that gives us a strength," he added.

"I have always been very clear in saying that BIGGA and I think it is unfair because it is like everything else - you only get out of something what you put into it and the people who are the most vociferous opponents of BIGGA are the people who do least for the organisation. It is up to us to find the right way to bring out the maximum benefit for both parties.

"I've always been very clear in saying that BIGGA does a good job for its members and I think that as a supporter of the Association, have got to be aware of the limitations an organisation like BIGGA can have. It is so easy for people to snipe at organisations like BIGGA and I think it is unfair because it is like everything else - you only get out of something what you put into it and the people who are the most vociferous opponents of BIGGA are the people who do least for the organisation. It is up to us to find the right way to bring out the maximum benefit for both parties.

"I think that the organisation has to look constantly at what it is offering its membership and I think that there are areas of lobbying that could be strengthened to give the membership a path to the powers that be.

"In our trade organisation, the AEA, we spend an inordinate amount of time trying to influence and keep up to date with all the legislation coming out of Brussels. We are weighed down with a plethora of legislation but lobbying is one of our main purposes and I think it could play a bigger role within BIGGA," said Kim.

Coming to the end of the interview the $64,000 question has to be posed. Is there any chance of the Hayter International Cup being resurrected? You can see that Kim is desperate to give a different answer to the one he delivers.

"I would love it to be resurrected but that is the heart ruling the head. I think that unless we could find another sponsor to help us I don't see it happening," said Kim, who actually approached fellow Trojan man and personal friend, Colin Montgomery, to ask his assistance in finding sponsorship.

"I'd love it to happen because I really do think it did so much good for international relations in the fraternity of greenkeeping."

Hayter, and Kim Macfie, have a permanent place within that fraternity.

 Below: The unique Macfie follow-through
QUALITY GROUNDS MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR PROFESSIONALS

See the latest
G Series • FT Range • Premiers
Operating widths from 43cm (17") to 91cm (36")

Dedicated precision cylinder mowers and interchangeable cassette systems offering a choice of
- Cylinder mower
- Sorrel Roller
- Verticutter
- Scarifier
- Brush

For FREE ON-SITE DEMONSTRATION Tel 01332 824777
More details visit our website at www.dennisuk.com

DENNIS
Ashbourne Road, Kirk Langley, Derby DE6 4NJ
Tel: 01332 824777 Fax: 01332 824525
email: sales@dennisuk.com

Three words to believe in
(five year guarantee)

QUALITY, RELIABILITY, PERFORMANCE. Three more words associated with the Baroness range of Golf and municipal mowers from Saxon. Baroness performance is legendary, with great build quality and class leading reliability.

In fact, we’re so confident of the reputation of Baroness that we are now offering a FREE FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE on all of the range. The best just got better!

For a brochure or to arrange a demonstration call 01488 689400